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ABSTRACT BODY: 
Abstract: Despite the low temperatures (T < 20K), low pressures, and low molecular densities found in much of the
cosmos, considerable chemistry is expected to occur in many astronomical environments. Much of this chemistry
happens in icy grain mantles on dust grains and is driven by ionizing radiation. This ionizing radiation breaks chemical
bonds of molecules in the ices and creates a host of ions and radicals that can react at the ambient temperature or
when the parent ice is subsequently warmed. Experiments that similar these conditions have demonstrated a rich
chemistry associated with these environments that leads to a wide variety of organic products. Many of these products
are of considerable interest to astrobiology. For example, the irradiation of simple ices has been shown to abiotically
produce amino acids, nucleobases, quinones, and amphiphiles, all compounds that play key roles in modern
biochemistry. This suggests extraterrestrial chemistry could have played a role in the origin of life on Earth and, by
extension, do so on planets in other stellar systems.
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